Physician Death by Suicide: Problems Seeking Stakeholder Solutions

Researchers continue to struggle with case definition because the distinction between accidental death by self-inflicted injury and intentional death by self-inflicted injury is arbitrary, raising the concern that accidental death is “concealed suicide” [5,8]. In recent data, physicians appeared to be more likely to die both by accident and suicide than other healthcare providers, other persons with more than six years of formal education after high school, and the general US population [12]. While many researchers have focused on acknowledged intentional self-injury, it may be time to analyze all self-inflicted deaths to look for clues about risk-taking behavior and suicide in physicians.

As might be predicted from the physician’s early and then constant exposure to death and tragedy, risk for death by suicide appears to develop in medical school during the clinical years. Risk persists throughout physicians’ careers, peaking in midcareer [13,14] and becoming less common in later career, but then rising again as retirement approaches [15,16]. One half of all students experience burnout, and a similar number of practicing physicians experience feelings of exhaustion, loss of enthusiasm, cynicism and decreased personal accomplishment [17,18]. Students’ anxiety and depression also may develop during this time of training, particularly as they transition from classroom education to the clinical years [19], within a society that fosters the erroneous belief among physicians that they are invincible or somehow invulnerable to illness [20].

Were exposure to death and tragedy a sufficient factor in physician suicide, one might expect to see differences in specialty and vulnerability to death by suicide. However, the data generally suggest that specialties in front line care, those with high levels of exposure to trauma, and those deemed outside the mainstream of medicine (e.g. researchers, academics, and psychiatrists) all have elevated rates of death by suicide [11,18,21-25]. Other studies note that anesthesia is a specialty uniquely at increased risk due to easy access to pharmaceuticals rather than exposure to trauma. Regardless of specialty or practice setting, physicians who died by suicide frequently had more difficult, emotionally draining, and/or demanding patients throughout their careers and near the times of their deaths [7].

While it is true that the physician’s intimate knowledge of anatomy and physiology informs his or her choice of lethal means and likely accounts for the low number of attempts versus deaths by suicide seen in US physicians, it does not fully account for means of death by known suicide. In the US male and female physicians who die by suicide most commonly die by gunshot wound and

Introduction

Each year approximately 400 physicians die by suicide in the United States, leaving an estimated one million patients without their physicians [1-5]. Physicians are two to three times more likely to die by suicide than members of the general population and are more likely to die by suicide than other professionals [6,7]. Compounding the tragedy is that for decades we have been aware that medicine is the deadliest profession [8]. The earliest articles located for this review date to 1897 and 1921 [9] and the earliest specific data supporting the statement that physicians were at greater risk than other professionals was a 1927 review of 1921 death data [10]. More physicians in the United States died by suicide than by motor vehicle accidents, plane crashes, drowning, and homicides combined in the late 1960’s [11] and the statistics could go on. Suffice it to say that the trend remains at best unchanged, and at worst worsening.

While there has been great focus on the management of individual level risk factors (identification and normalization of seeking medical and mental health care, mindfulness training, engagement in the creative arts, managing fatigue, building resilience, changing professional values, etc.), there has been relatively less attention paid to profession-wide issues that may serve as barriers to physician health and wellness such as credentialing and licensure inquiries. The time has come for that to change. In this article I will look briefly at profession-wide issues that may serve as barriers to physician health and wellness such as credentialing and licensure inquiries.

Findings from the existing literature on risk factors

Physician death by suicide is a relatively rare occurrence and study of the problem has been challenging. As far back as 1897, an editorial entitled “Suicide among Physicians” laid out some of the issues involved in the study of physician death by suicide [9]. First, case definition is problematic owing to the stigma associated with doctors taking their own lives. Second, the physicians’ constant exposure to the sick and dying, coupled with knowledge of and access to lethal means are unique risk factors in the profession. Third, medicine is exceptional among the learned professions due to its often-extreme occupational demands.
this preference has been noted intermittently since 1920 [9,26]. Of those that die by overdose, many do not die of overdoses involving medications or drugs that they would use in their profession, though not all data agree [21].

Evidence of job problems around the time of death was more common in physicians who died by suicide than other suicide victims [15,26,27]. As physician behavior has been subject to increased scrutiny recently, many physicians have been referred for fitness for duty evaluations, peer conversations about behavior, and formal or informal sanction [28]. Disciplinary actions, litigation, and actual or perceived sanction by healthcare systems, licensing boards, and professional organizations have all been associated with death by suicide. Though the groups are not mutually exclusive, physicians referred for performance problems were more likely to have substance use disorders and less likely than members of the general population to have diagnoses of mood and anxiety problems [29], while physicians who died by suicide were more likely acutely distressed at the time of death, albeit not necessarily in the midst of an acute crisis.

General occupational factors that have been associated with death by suicide across professions include overworking, shift work, social isolation, competitiveness, job instability, and exposure to health risks in the work environment [30]. Although no single occupational factor has been correlated with physician death by suicide, many areas of medicine have all of the above listed common risk factors, likely accounting for some of the increased risk seen in medicine across situations.

The issue of overwork has been noted in the literature since Dr. Hubbard commented in 1927: “This record seems to indicate that the occupational strain is greater in medicine than in any of the other professions. Should not our scheme of medical practice, as relates to hours and relief, be revised…?” [10]. Yet it was not until 2003 that the American College of Graduate Medical Education required that duty hours be limited to 80 hours and shifts limited to 16-24 hours for trainees. There are now fatigue-monitoring programs for medical trainees in an attempt to mitigate the requirement for overworking. However, no such system exists for attending or consultant physicians [31].

The relationship of overwork with physician anxiety, depression, and burnout is complex. It is likely equally true that those physicians with anxiety and depression overwork and that overworked physicians have more anxiety and depression. In addition to long work hours, anxiety and depression in physicians have been associated frequent night shifts, and frequent workplace violence [32], both of which are additional occupational risk factors for suicide.

Physicians who may be at risk are more likely to be individualistic [33] and highly disciplined, with high levels of self-criticism [34]. While sometimes noted to be inflexible, they may also display highly desirable traits such as perfectionism, idealism, and empathy [33,35]. When these personality factors combine with long hours and conflicted family relationships, physicians may be more vulnerable to the effects of life stresses than their similarly situated professional peers [15]. They also more likely suffer substance use and mood disorders, as well as medical problems, for which they typically both blame and treat themselves [11,33]. Risk appears highest when real life situations offer no possibility of success [11].

A personal sense that medicine is a calling is an apparent mitigating factor in physician burnout [36], and potentially death by suicide. The reality of the practice of medicine may, however, not live up to the expectations generated by such a sense of calling. When the difference between lived experience and the expectation of practicing medicine is great and irreconcilable, idealism and calling may then serve as drivers of physician suicide, particularly in early career [37].

Physicians do not avail themselves of treatment because they are reticent to seek help [6,33,38] and tend to engage in self-treatment [39]. In addition once engaged in treatments, physicians tend to underutilize services [33,40,41]. For example, physicians who died by suicide were as least as likely to have known mental health problems when compared to all suicide victims [26]. However, they were less likely to have antidepressant medications detected on post mortem toxicology [26], while being more likely to have benzodiazepines and barbiturates detected [26].

Unfortunately, there is great variation in the care that physicians receive. Physician care providers are generally uncomfortable in treating other physicians and likely give inferior care to their colleagues, a situation famously known as “V.I.P. Syndrome” [41,42]. Symptoms of V.I.P. Syndrome include making special appointment times, failing to document medications accurately, skipping “routine” parts of care, ceding medical judgment in the case to the patient, and providing care in social and work situations as opposed to the clinical situation. In order to provide the best possible care to physician-patients, treating physicians should take ownership of medical judgment in the case with appropriate input from the physician-patient, as with any patient. Communication should be clear and should involve those participating in the patient’s care. If care is to be delivered outside a provider’s regular business hours then an extension in those hours should be sought so that the office is staffed to be able to handle the medical needs of the individual and provide the best possible care. While some physician-patients will demand that no record be kept, best practices in the area would be to document as the provider would on any other patient, secure that record appropriately, and retain it as dictated by policy and procedure. A real-time record of care is safest for the physician-patient, and this documentation would facilitate answering questions related to the course of symptoms, impact on occupational functioning and compliance with treatment should such questions arise in the future.

The above best practices would seem obvious to most physicians. Why then would physician-patients and physician-providers be hesitant to engage in the above listed best practices?

Traditional interventions and regulatory disincentives

Provider and patient physicians frequently share similar fears of medical board and practice repercussions for the physician-patient. In order to avoid disclosure requirement, the physician provider may then fail to document to the standard of care, may encourage the patient to hide his or her condition, will sometimes make a minimal
which they actively pursued individualized interests could improve students' choices, the experience of being in an educational system in other areas. It would also help students extract an educational competence. This kind of system would allow students some flexibility of distinction amongst the exceptional, as opposed to emphasizing the utility of grading in hierarchical fashion that makes needless lines required of students in a traditionally inflexible curriculum, as well as Medical schools should examine the number of contact hours there is much more to be done than controlling personal risk factors. 

While mental health evaluation and care have seen great advances suggesting it is time to rework the definitions of health and wellness. In years past, it may have made sense for mental health to be the absence of a diagnosis. However, today it is more useful and prudent to define mental health as managed mental health conditions instead of absence of mental health diagnoses. While there are some conditions that are progressive and respond poorly to treatment, the bulk of mental health conditions are treatable and manageable without the threat of risking a livelihood because of adverse licensure, credentialing, or insurance coverage determinations. It is only when we consistently normalize the process of identifying symptom and seeking care that we stand a chance at motivating physicians to identify physical and emotional symptoms in need of intervention and follow the oft-cited advice that physicians establish regular sources of healthcare, as is often suggested (e.g. [46]). While some regulatory bodies have taken this or a similar approach, most have not yet differentiated a diagnosis from a disabling condition in any consistent way.
are permissible in licensure and credentialing application processes, as well as the responses allowed by individual medical boards and credentialing organizations. Standardization of these questions, and the range of possible responses, by each credentialing and licensing authority, in a manner consistent with the gains made by the Americans with Disabilities Act would decrease physician fears of seeking treatment and would likely improve the quality of the physician work force without compromising patient safety or sacrificing the ability to respond to complaints of impairment that might arise. This standardization would also make it more likely that physicians would intervene with their colleagues, rather than ignore them, when they see stress symptom such as changes in practice, constant hurriedness, self-doubt, indecisiveness, and sadness [11].

Part of the fear of licensure, credentialing and insurance outcomes is related to disclosure of personal information but other concerns in include how the agency receiving the disclosure will respond to it. In fact there is great variance between states in the level of disclosure required and the responses to physician disclosures. While variation in the practices and levels of expertise of physician health programs in the United States has been implicated in physician death by suicide [51, 52], a study systematically examining the issue did not support this assertion [53]. In fact, just the opposite may be true. The CPHP’s experience since implementing confidential and voluntary services would seem to suggest that when PHPs adhere to best practices and offer confidential services the outcomes are positive regarding physician health outcomes, as well as protection of the public.

The licensure application in the state of Colorado provides an example of systematic efforts to improve physician wellness. The application asks physicians whether at the time of application or in the previous five years they have been “diagnosed with or treated for a condition that significantly disturbs [their] cognition, behavior, or motor function,” specifying “bipolar disorder, severe major depression, schizophrenia, or other major psychotic disorder, a neurological illness, or sleep disorder.” Physicians are able to answer “no” to this question if their “behavior or condition is already known to the CPHP” and they are compliant with “all of CPHP’s requirements for evaluation, treatment, and/or monitoring” [54]. The CPHP is funded in part by a peer-assisted fee that all physicians licensed in the state of Colorado pay, totaling 75% of all funds available. The CPHP offers free and confidential services to medical students and physicians in Colorado [55].

This example suggests two important aspects that contribute to a systematic effort to improve physician health. First, the phrasing of the question itself encompasses a time frame and a specificity that is not represented in the more generalized “ever evaluated or treated for, diagnosed with, or treated for any [substance abuse], sexual addiction, or a mental illness.” Secondly, by making the applicant aware of a “known to CPHP” policy, the transparency between CPHP and the licensing board is apparent. In turn, this caveat to the question may contribute to a culture of openness among physician-providers, physician organizations, and physician-patients.

While practices such as these are becoming more common, they are not yet universal amongst states, credentialing bodies, and insurers in the United States. Regardless of actual practices used by particular licensure, credentialing and insuring bodies, it is the uncertainty that weighs on the minds of trainees and physicians and serves as a disincentive to disclosing symptoms and seeking treatment.

Complaints, litigation, adverse events, and negative attention generally have been associated with increased risk of physician anxiety, depression, and suicide. Formal and informal monitoring of physicians increased in 2008 after Joint Commission guidelines extended the responsibility for physician monitoring to institutions in which physicians may work [27]. Physicians facing adverse professional events often feel stigmatized and at the mercy of an investigation that not only exposes their identities but could also result in restriction of practice or loss of licensure prior to a finding of guilt or negligence. These processes can become quite prolonged, sometimes lasting years. Once a physician is under this kind of scrutiny, even the simplest of tasks may become overwhelming and indecision may creep in to daily decisions. Requirements for a presumption of competence and consistent due process in proving incompetence for physicians might diminish the specter of medical board action [56]. Litigation support services, access to attorneys for consultation, confidential treatment, and confidential peer support are all effective in enhancing coping but variably available to physicians.

In a recent report commissioned by the United Kingdom’s General Medical Counsel (GMC) the particular issue of physician vulnerability during fitness for duties inquiry was examined in detail. Among the consultant’s recommendations was the establishment of a National Support Service (NSS) for physicians and medical students [56]. Such a service would accept voluntary referrals as well as referrals for performance-related concerns and ensure a timely initial evaluation. There would be one medical director overseeing operations and investigations would follow a case management model that would include the physician. The service would be proactive in providing confidential services to physician self-identifying health needs. The NSS would not report to the GMC if the physician poses no risk to the public, is aware of health issues, has insight into the impact of the issue on practice, and seeks appropriate care with which the physician complies [56].

Peers and other stakeholders

Physician advocacy organizations provide opportunities for physicians to come together to discuss, refine, and reaffirm standards for clinical competence and professionalism [57]. These organizations should have a greater role in providing mentorship, collegial outreach, and advocacy for reasonable work and coverage hours for physician members in the United States. The British Medical Association (BMA), for example, specifically defines collective bargaining as central to mission in a way that physician advocacy groups in the United States do not. The power of this identity may be seen in the choice of the GMC to pilot a program in which the BMA provided outreach to physicians subject to practice complaints in the form of anonymous 24-hour per day counseling services and access to physician advisors for peer support though the existing Doctors for Doctors program [58]. This program confirmed beliefs that other physicians were the most acceptable source of support for troubled physicians and the program reviewer made recommendations for
increasing access to the service and monitoring program consistency and quality [59]. Importantly, the information learned by the BMA through involvement in this program, as well as that learned from providing anonymous and confidential self-referred services through the Doctors for Doctors program, can then inform the role of occupational factors in physician health and the positions then taken in collective bargaining situations.

Other studies also indicate that peers are the most acceptable sources of support for physicians [60], yet in the United States there are no consistent programs for peer support through advocacy organizations. These organizations have, to varying degrees, been complicit with the exploitation of physicians by employers, escalating demands of maintenance of licensure, and lack of standardized responses of medical boards to physician reports of mental health symptoms. Just as these organizations frequently provide continuing medical education events and bring together physicians in diverse work settings across a number of jurisdictions, so they stand to impact multiple jurisdictions were they to leverage their numbers in the service of improving work conditions, facilitating mentorship, performing active collegial outreach for physicians, and providing peer support measures such as the Doctors for Doctors program. These programs might then be in a position to interface with or provide guidance and additional resources for state licensing and physician health programs.

In the United States, the Federation of State Medical Boards is a private non-profit organization and describes itself as “the national resource and voice on behalf of the state medical boards in their protection of the public.” It loosely oversees many diverse practices at the level of the states. The Federation of State Physician Health Programs developed in recognition of a need highlighted by the American Medical Association (AMA) for objective and consistent monitoring and treatment of physicians with a wide range of health conditions. Data from CPHP suggest that physicians who had been monitored by CPHP for any reason had lower malpractice risk than the general population of physicians in Colorado [61]. When this finding is combined with the previous data on the decrease in the number of mandated referrals and increase in number of voluntary referrals when confidential services were made available, the way forward would seem clear. While states might oppose losing some level of local control, the Federations could be empowered to standardize the practices of states in a manner consistent with best practices and develop a standardized data collection processes to inform physician suicide prevention efforts.

The national physician advocacy organizations, offering physician education and support, would then have a national partner in the promotion of physician health and professionalism. Such standardization would also result in clear communications to physicians regarding reportable conditions and treatments as well as the range of possible consequences for self-reporting of stresses and health conditions, reporting of complaints by patients and reporting performance concerns by credentialing bodies and other third parties. It would also provide a mechanism for national standardization of best practices in physician peer support. These best practices could then serve as templates for the development of specific local services by employers, educators, and care providers in concert with local branches of advocacy organizations.

Conclusion

Physician death by suicide is an addressable problem using common sense approaches that reach beyond the individual. Physicians have ethical responsibilities to support each other in addition to policing the profession. We have operationalized, and complied with others regarding the policing the profession. The time is ripe to balance the needs and interests of physicians in high quality confidential treatment [20,62,63] with those of public safety, and to preserve the confidentiality of proceedings against physicians until such time as there is a finding of incompetence requiring disclosure to protect the public. In the United States, the Federation of State Medical Boards, Federation of State Physician Health Programs, and physician advocacy groups have critical roles to play in improving physician health and decreasing physician death by suicide.
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